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Abstract Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI), especially in Ma-
chine Learning (ML), have introduced various practical applications (e.g., vir-
tual personal assistants and autonomous cars) that enhance the experience of
everyday users. However, modern ML technologies like Deep Learning require
considerable technical expertise and resources to develop, train and deploy
such models, making effective reuse of the ML models a necessity. Such dis-
covery and reuse by practitioners and researchers is being addressed by public
ML package repositories, which bundle up pre-trained models into packages for
publication. Since such repositories are a recent phenomenon, there is no em-
pirical data on their current state and challenges. Hence, this paper conducts
an exploratory study that analyzes the structure and contents of two popular
ML package repositories, TFHub and PyTorch Hub, comparing their informa-
tion elements (features and policies), package organization, package manager
functionalities and usage contexts against popular software package reposi-
tories (npm, PyPI, and CRAN). Through these studies, we have identified
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unique SE practices and challenges for sharing ML packages. These findings
and implications would be useful for data scientists, researchers and software
developers who intend to use these shared ML packages.
1 Introduction
The development of AI software is in great demand; AI is making revolutionary
changes in healthcare, retail, energy, software development and other fields [1].
Deep learning, especially, shines in the fields that were originally considered
to be science fiction, such as autonomous driving and voice assistants. Recent
estimates show that Machine Learning (ML) applications have the potential
to create between $3.5 and $5.8 trillion in value annually [2].
Unfortunately, the development of ML models, which is the core of AI
software development, is not a trivial task. First, the implementation of ML
algorithms is difficult as specific skills are required in reading and understand-
ing professional AI literature. The emergence of ML frameworks (e.g., Tensor-
Flow [3], PyTorch [4], etc.), however, has greatly lowered the skill requirements
for model development. The development of ML models with such frameworks
involves calling appropriate APIs, allowing developers to devote more time
and effort on other tasks such as obtaining, pre-processing, labeling and filter-
ing data, adjusting and testing the models’ structure, or proposing new deep
learning algorithms.
Secondly, training ML models requires significant resources. Models that
perform complex tasks like image classification or text embedding need in-
tensive calculation and require a long time to finish training on large-scale
datasets [5], which leads to substantial computational resource consumption.
Although expensive equipment such as GPUs can be used to shorten the train-
ing duration, they may not always be available to software developers.
As a result, there is such a high demand for shareable and reusable pre-
trained models, which has resulted in the creation of so-called ML model
repositories. Such repositories aim to bridge the gap between AI experts
and general users such as (1) data scientists, (2) software engineers who wish
to reuse the model and (3) researchers interested in studying the challenges
and opportunities of reusing pre-trained models.
ML model repositories can be divided into two categories based on their dis-
tribution methods. The first category of the ML model repositories, referred to
as ML model stores, provides cloud-based model deployment support. Such
repositories usually come at a cost as users are required to cover the fees for
hosting and using the provided cloud computing resources. Common examples
of such model stores are AWS marketplace [6], ModelDepot [7], and the Wol-
fram neural net repository [8]. These are comparable to the traditional mobile
app stores (e.g., Google Play [9] and Apple’s app store [10]). In our previous
work [11], we empirically studied model stores. We found that although there
are notable commonalities and differences with their counterpart in traditional
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software development (mobile app stores), such repositories are still in their
infancy.
The second category of ML model repositories are referred to as ML pack-
age repositories. ML package repositories contain tens to hundreds of pre-
trained models specially bundled up into ML packages that are distributed
via ML package managers (including ML frameworks, ML-related libraries
and APIs). For example, the PyTorch Hub repository [12] contains packages
that can be accessed by a user via the PyTorch framework APIs. These ML
packages are free to use, but users must manually manage and deploy these
models and their dependencies. The most popular examples of such reposito-
ries are TFHub [13] and PyTorch Hub [12]. Their distribution practices are
similar to programming language-specific software package repositories like
npm [14], PyPI [15] and CRAN [16].
Unfortunately, there is still no empirical data about the state-of-the-art
best practices and challenges involving free ML package repositories. In partic-
ular, what information about packages/models is provided by ML repositories
and how helpful are they to the users? What task types are supported by these
ML packages? How are ML packages/models organized and distributed? How
can users reuse such ML packages/models? Are there any common practices
between these free ML package repositories and their counterpart software
package repositories?
Hence, in this paper we conduct an exploratory study on two ML package
repositories, TFHub and PyTorch Hub. We not only compare the structure
and information elements (features and policies) among these ML package
repositories with each other, but also compare them against their counterpart
software package repositories (npm, PyPI and CRAN). Our results show a
number of significant differences between the practices of reusing ML pack-
ages and traditional software packages. First, we observe that although a few
of the practices of software package repositories have been adopted by their ML
counterparts (e.g., product line architecture, multiple usage contexts), most
of the established SE practices are either not adopted or are in their infant
stages within the ML package repositories (e.g., release management, depen-
dency management, security, package management functionalities). Secondly,
we observe some practices within the ML package repositories that are not yet
adopted within the software package repositories (e.g., quality evaluation of
packages).
Also, the process of using ML packages differs from software packages.
ML packages are individual artifacts that can be downloaded, loaded, and
used in multiple usage contexts with the help of special ML framework APIs.
However, traditional software packages have different downloading, loading,
and usage practices from ML packages (e.g., ML packages are not installed;
rather, a specific model within the package is loaded at run-time based on the
arguments provided by the user). The findings of this research will help users
(like software engineers) that are familiar with traditional software package
repositories, but not yet with ML package repositories, to have a clear and
easier understanding of ML package repositories.
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The contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We provide an overview of the current practices on sharing reusable ML
packages through a study of the structure and contents of ML package
repositories. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical study
on ML package repositories.
– By comparing against the sharing mechanism of software package repos-
itory, we have identified a set of unique practices and challenges on dis-
tributing, sharing, and using pre-trained ML packages.
– Our comparison between the practices within ML and software package
repositories presents stakeholders of these repositories with opportunities of
how to adopt the established practices from their counterpart repositories.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides back-
ground on ML package repositories and software package repositories. Section 3
introduces details of our case study setups. We study the structure and con-
tents of ML package repositories in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. In
Section 6, we investigate the functionalities and usage contexts provided by
ML package managers. Section 7 surveys related work. Section 8 explains the
threats to the validity of our work. Section 9 presents the conclusions and
avenues for future work.
2 Background
Package managers are a set of software tools that automate the process of pack-
age installation, upgrade, and removal in a consistent manner. Packages are
hosted in and downloaded from package repositories1,2. Generally speaking,
package managers can be divided into two groups. The first group (e.g., dpkg
for Debian, Homebrew for macOS, and Windows Store for Windows) provides
compiled (binary) or source code package management for operating system-
specific applications, while the second group (e.g., npm for JavaScript and
PyPI for Python) provides package management for programming language-
specific API-level packages. This research focuses only on API-level software
package repositories (referred from this point simply as software package repos-
itories), and contrasts them to ML package repositories.
In order to gain some basic knowledge of the existing software package
repositories, Table 1 presents the basic statistics of the popular software pack-
age repositories (containing more than 4,000 packages) from Libraries.io [17],
which is a popular index of the most common software package repositories
— it monitors the information about the packages within different software
package repositories. As shown in the table, we measured the launch time of
repositories as the time of the first commit of the GitHub repository that
stores the actual source code powering the package sharing websites. There
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Package manager
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of software package management systems#Application-
level package managers
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Table 1: Comparison of statistics of software package repositories and ML
package repositories. “+” indicates a repository containing a small percentage
of packages in other programming languages. The software package repository
statistics are gathered on April 19, 2020 from Libraries.io. The ML model








Bower JavaScript+ Sep 2012 69,678
Cargo (Crates.io) Rust+ Jun 2014 40,142
Clojars Clojure+ Nov 2009 25,913
CRAN R ≥ Aug 1993 17,370
Go Package Community Go+ ≥ Mar 2008 1,818,628
Hackage Haskell+ Jun 2008 14,758
Hex Elixir+ Dec 2013 9,911
Maven Java+ Sep 2003 185,402
MELPA (Emacs) Emacs Lisp+ Oct 2011 5,026
MetaCPAN (CPAN Search) Perl+ Nov 2010 37,790
npm JavaScript Sep 2009 1,366,638
NuGet C#+ Jan 2011 201,192
Packagist PHP+ Apr 2011 328,953
PyPI Python Oct 2008 250,533








DL4J Zoo Models DL4J (Java) Jun 2019 16
MXNet GluonCV Model Zoo
MXNet
(Python, Scala, etc.)
≥ Apr 2014 323














Torch7 Model Zoo Torch7 (LuaJIT, C) Jan 2015 20
are a few exceptions: the launch times of the Go and CRAN repositories can-
not be found, so we note the time as no earlier than (≥) the initial date of
their respective programming language (Go and R); NuGet’s launch time is
gathered from Microsoft’s documentation, not GitHub.
Unfortunately, since the concept of ML package repository is relatively new,
their information is not tracked yet by Libraries.io and we have to manually
gather information for ML package repositories. The list of ML package repos-
itories is obtained from the study of Braiek et al. [18]. Their launch times are
retrieved from multiple sources (e.g., twitter and blog posts) that announced
the launch, the first release, or commit of their respective GitHub repositories.
We note the launch time as no earlier than the release time of the frameworks
if no information is found from the previously mentioned sources. The total
number of ML packages are counted manually since most of the ML package
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repositories (except for AIHub TensorFlow module [19] and TFHub [13]) do
not provide these statistics. The results are shown in Table 1.
Due to their recency and relatively high learning curve (requiring deep
ML expertise) and computing resource requirements, there are fewer reusable
packages in ML package repositories, compared to software package reposito-
ries. We observe an average growth of approximately eight new packages per
week in TFHub and two new packages every week in the AIHub repository,
indicating that ML package repositories are still an upcoming phenomenon.
Despite the relatively slow growth of the number of packages within these ML
repositories, we observe a high usage of TFHub and PyTorch Hub ML pack-
ages in open source projects. For example, a preliminary search of PyTorch
Hub package loading API keyword3 shows that PyTorch Hub packages are
loaded in over 143K source code files on GitHub. Another search4 showed that
Huggingface Transformers, a package containing most of the complex NLP
models, is used within 3.2K source code files on GitHub. These results show
that users prefer to reuse such existing models given the difficulty of training
custom ML packages. Thus, these limited number of ML packages can power
unlimited possibilities in ML software development and ML research.
3 Case Study Setup
This paper is an exploratory study of the ML package repositories addressing
the following research questions (RQs).
RQ1 - What types of information are presented for software pack-
age repositories and ML package repositories? Given the relatively short
existence of ML package repositories, this RQ (Section 4) aims to provide us
with insights on the structure (e.g., the organization of packages by task types)
and practices (e.g., release management) of the ML repositories, as well as to
discover any missing or non-formalized information elements (based on the
comparison with their counterparts in the software engineering domain). Such
discoveries will be helpful in building a better ML package repository in the fu-
ture in the sense of providing more information transparency, benefiting more
users, especially software engineers without solid background in ML.
RQ2: How are packages organized in ML package repositories?
Next, we investigate the organization practices of ML package repositories,
in Section 5. More specifically, we study the family phenomenon within these
repositories, and its implications on package task type distribution, package
similarity, and release management.
RQ3 - What is the process needed in order to use the function-
alities from software/ML package repositories? Finally, we study the
functionalities of the package managers (tools and libraries) provided by the
ML package repositories and how they are used in Section 6. These ML package
3 “https://github.com/search?q=torch.hub.load%28&type=Code”
4 “https://github.com/search?q=torch.hub.load(‘huggingface/transformers’%28&type=Code”
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managers, as mentioned in the introduction of this paper, provide functional-
ities that allow users to explore, manage and uses the ML packages. In this
RQ, we aim to discover the unique practices of the ML package managers, and
compare them with the practices of traditional software package managers.
The findings and implications of this RQ may point out if there are any prac-
tices of traditional software package managers that can be adopted to improve
the functionality of ML package managers.
For each RQ, the first section describes our approach, the second section
presents our findings, followed by the third section discussing the results and
their implications. However, before addressing the RQs, we first discuss the
five repositories selected from Table 1 as the subjects of our exploratory study.
Among the studied ML package and software package repositories men-
tioned in Section 2, our case study will focus on the npm, PyPI and CRAN
software package repositories, and the TFHub and PyTorch Hub ML package
repositories. The rationale of selecting these repositories is as follows:
– npm, PyPI, and CRAN respectively are the top three “mono-language”
software package repositories in terms of the number of packages they host,
based on the statistics presented in Table 1. They cover JavaScript, Python
and R, respectively
– TFHub and PyTorch Hub are the official repositories of TensorFlow and
PyTorch, the most popular ML frameworks in academia and industry [20,
21].
4 RQ1: What types of information are presented for software pack-
age repositories and ML package repositories?
In this RQ, we aim to understand the types of information presented in the
software package and ML package repositories. We focus on the information
elements (IE), each of which describes one aspect of the packages or the repos-
itory, e.g., the basic description of the package, the dependencies of the pack-
age, parameter value settings, etc. By comparing the IEs in ML and software
package repositories, we learn of the structure of the repositories, as well as
the missing and new/additional IEs needed by ML packages and ML package
repositories. In what follows, we present the methodology used to achieve this
(based on our earlier work [11]), and a discussion of our findings.
4.1 Approach
Here we explain our process of extracting IEs from different repositories. This
process is based on the process that has been used in our earlier work on ML
model stores [11].
We refer to several sources to determine the full list of IEs per repository.
The fundamental source is the website of the packages. Secondary sources







Fig. 1: An example comparing the IEs in TFHub (left) and PyTorch Hub
(right) packages. The example highlights the same IE in both repositories
(green), similar IEs with different representations (yellow), and IEs unique to
only one repository (red)
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such as the software package description/documentation files5,6,7, ML package
contribution instructions8,9 and the JSON data structures generated upon
loading a package website were also analyzed.
The first author independently analyzed the information sources in a first
iteration to identify 39 IEs. Following several discussions and 6 more iterations
of analysis involving three of the authors, a final set of 33 IEs was agreed upon.
The first iteration of analysis by the authors achieved an IRR score (based on
the Cohen Kappa coefficient [22]) of 94.87%, and increased to 100% at the last
iteration.
It is normal for repositories to present the same IE differently, especially
by referring to the same IE by different terms. For example, Figure 1 shows
how IEs are presented on sample packages on the TFHub and PyTorch Hub
repositories. In our approach, we manually unify the IEs that are essentially
the same. Furthermore, we group related IEs into dimensions. We refer to
the previous work of Bommarito et al [23] to verify the sanity of IEs. In their
work, the authors used several IEs extracted from PyPI to study the reposi-
tory’s evolution and the distributions of important statistics (package release
numbers, authors’ package numbers, package import numbers, sizes, etc.). The
IEs (packages, releases, dependencies, category classifications, licenses, package
imports, authors, maintainers, and organizations) investigated by Bommarito
et al. can all be extracted from our analyzed repositories, except for package
imports, which is an internal property of packages and not related to this RQ.
The final list of extracted IEs are presented in Table 2. Each row is an IE,
and the 3 represents its presence in the associated repository10. For example,
in the Package Information dimension, the Demo row shows that npm,
TFHub and PyTorch Hub have this IE while PyPI and CRAN do not. IE
dimensions are ordered alphabetically, and the IEs in every dimension are
implicitly grouped as follows. The first group contains IEs that belong to all
five repositories. The second group contains IEs that exist only in software
package repositories (at least one). The third group contains IEs that exist
only in ML package repositories (at least one). The fourth group contains other
IEs in the dimension that cannot be classified into the aforementioned groups,
i.e., IEs that belong to some of the ML repositories and some of the software






10 The IEs are extracted from software package and ML package repository pages at the
end of March, 2020.
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4.2 Findings
4.2.1 Comparison between Software Package Repositories and ML Package
Repositories
We analyze the common and unique IEs between the two types of reposito-
ries: software package and ML package repositories. It should be noted that
if we say a type of repository has an IE, it means that this IE appears in at
least one of the repositories of this type. For example, since npm has Demo, we
say software package repositories have this IE. By comparing between the two
types of repositories, we can identify what meaningful IEs are missing in ML
package repositories.
In the Delivery dimension, both types of repositories have four IEs each,
with three IEs (Dependencies, Running Environment, Downloadable Provided)
in common.
While software package repositories usually provide a special area for de-
pendencies on the package’s webpage, dependencies in ML package repositories
are often in free-text within the package description. Furthermore, ML pack-
ages’ dependencies are usually Python packages that can be installed from
PyPI, e.g., dependency software packages of ML packages typically are related
to data processing like opencv-python 11, tensorflow-text 12, rather than
other ML packages.
Although the Dependents IE is unique to software package repositories, we
found evidence of its possible inclusion in ML packagage repositories given the
observed dependencies between ML packages such as llr-pretrain-adv-latents
and llr-pretrain-adv-linear. The output of the former is the input of the
latter, and the output of the latter ML package can be used as the basis for
classification. In other words, to complete the classification task, two ML pack-
ages must be used in combination. PyTorch Hub also has similar examples.
The output of ML package Tacotron2 is used as the input of ML package
WaveGlow. The two ML packages can be used together to complete the text
to speech task. Because the existence of such examples, it is worthy to con-
sider adding a special dependents/dependencies IE to the ML package page
to illustrate the interrelationship between ML packages.
In the Legal Information dimension, License is the only common IE
between both types of repositories. Packages on both type of the repositories
are licensed. Software package developers need to explicitly specify a license
in the description file of the software package. In ML package repositories,
however, packages bear the default license unless specially declared.
If the Copyright belongs to people other than the author, the copyright
holder is also needed to be specified. This IE is only found in the CRAN soft-
11 https://pypi.org/project/opencv-python/
12 https://pypi.org/project/tensorflow-text/
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ware package repository.
In Package Information, Software package repositories have 12 IEs, in-
cluding all ten IEs that ML package repositories have.
The Developers of software packages tend to be individuals while the ML
package owners are usually organizations. Generally, software packages are less
likely to be connected with an organization. Previous studies show that 75% of
npm packages are published by individual developers [24], and only about 5%
of PyPI package authors are organizations [23]. Conversely, we observe that
both the TFHub and PyTorch Hub repositories each contain only three ML
packages published by individual developers.
There is no formal versioning mechanism in ML package repositories. Soft-
ware package repositories mostly adopt the semantic versioning format, e.g.,
x.y.z where x means a major change, y means a minor change and z means
a patch [25]. In TFHub, the version number is simply represented by integers
like version 1, 2 and 3. However, there is no versioning mechanism in PyTorch
Hub.
# Downloads and GitHub Statistics are indicators of the popularity of
packages, which are completely missing in ML package repositories. Such an IE
can reflect the wide usage of package and its huge possibility of satisfying the
need of most developers. This will be helpful for ML package users, especially
for people without solid ML expertise (like general software engineers), but
might not be of much use to experienced data scientists and ML researchers.
All the IEs in the Package Submission & Review dimension are found
in both types of repositories. However, different mechanisms are used in both
types of repositories — software package repositories have special command
line tools and review processes while ML package repositories’ contribution is
based on GitHub pull request. For example, npm and PyPI users use command
line tools to submit their locally developed projects to the package reposito-
ries. Successfully submitted packages do not undergo any further review and
are made immediately available for other users (except for CRAN, which has
specific contribution policies13). In contrast, the contribution of ML package
repositories is based on GitHub pull requests. Everyone can contribute their
ML packages to TFHub and PyTorch Hub by creating a pull-request. Pull
request-based submission mechanism can be a good point for ML packages,
since pull requests usually go through a specific review process before they are
merged into code base and afterwards being available to users.
In the Security dimension, only the npm package repository provides the
Vulnerability Report. Though ML packages may also suffer from vulner-
ability issues, no such IE is currently provided in ML package repositories.
According to Wang et al. [26], attackers can use the publicly available knowl-
edge (algorithms, dataset, architecture, etc.) of pre-trained models to create
13 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/policies.html
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vulnerabilities to undermine the performance of dependent models (models
built based on existing pre-trained models). In their work, Wang et al. demon-
strated how vulnerabilities can be created for models pre-trained on the Im-
ageNet [27] dataset using the VGG [28] and ResNet [29] algorithms. Due to
the existence of similar packages/models on TFHub and PyTorch Hub, it is
extremely important for ML repositories to provide users with vulnerability
detection and reporting functionalities.
In the Software Development dimension. ML package repositories and
software package repositories share all of the IEs. Software package reposito-
ries provide the GitHub Issue link of a package for users to report issues. This
practice is different from the Issue Tracking Information of ML package
repositories (described further in Subsection 4.2.2). All of the software pack-
age repositories, just like PyTorch Hub, provide the Source Code Repository
GitHub links of software packages/ ML packages in a fixed area on the pack-
age’s page.
In Technical Documentation, software package repositories have six IEs
while ML package repositories have nine. Among those IEs, User Instruction,
Pre-defined Interfaces, Package Domain, Release History, Release Notes
are common in both types of repositories.
The Release Notes are organized differently in the different types of repos-
itories. For example, CRAN’s release note can either be a GitHub commit mes-
sage or an HTML page containing all the correlated information. In TFHub,
the release notes will be directly presented at the end of the description and
they generally follow a certain format.
ML package repositories have four unique IEs. The IEs Algorithm, Data
Description, Package Quality Evaluation, Training Information are
all ML related and need a certain amount of ML expertise. Such IEs provide
transparency to ML package users. Unlike ML packages, most software pack-
ages are not developed based on a single particular algorithm or dataset. Thus,
their implementation details are rarely a concern for users; users just access
the functionality of the package through its provided APIs.
While software packages are considered of high technical quality based on
the proportion of passed test cases, ML packages’ technical quality is deter-
mined by statistical evaluation criteria. This indicator is not in a formalized
structure across ML package repositories (e.g., there is no fixed area on an
ML package’s site to show its performance) and it requires the users to have
a relatively good understanding of the related ML task types (e.g., ML pack-
ages in image classification task type use top-1 or top-5 accuracy to evaluate
their performance, ML packages in object detection task type use intersection
over union). In our previous study on model stores [11], we found that lim-
ited information in terms of IEs like source code and training dataset (like
how dataset are pre-processed) may introduce the hidden bias to the model
re-usage. Thus, providing more ML implementation-related information and
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making such information more detailed and clearly organized will help users
better understand use and modification of the ML packages easier.
Software package repositories do not directly provide package quality eval-
uation information. The quality of a software package is reflected through its
usage statistics. So software package repositories may need to add a quality
evaluation IE to show the test coverage results or CI results (usually captured
in the external websites of software packages) within the repository for users.
4.2.2 Comparison among ML Package Repositories
There are 28 IEs (belonging to six dimensions) in at least one of the ML pack-
age repositories. Among them, 16 are common in both of the ML package
repositories. We present a detailed analysis of the results of each dimension
below. By doing these comparisons between ML package repositories, we will
identify the common IEs of both ML package repositories and what unique
IEs of one repository should also be possessed by another one.
In the Delivery dimension, ML package repositories have two IEs in
common (Dependencies and Running Environment) while the Downloadable
Provided IE is unique to TFHub.
In TFHub, the running environment IE describes the format(s) of the pack-
age and version of TensorFlow required to load the package. TFHub pack-
ages can contain models of different formats e.g., general package formats
(hub.Module, TF2 SavedModel), format for TensorFlow on JavaScript, and
format for deployment on edge device (computational equipment that have
limited computational resource, like mobile phone). The format of a pack-
ages/model determines its usage context (more details are in Section 6.2.3).
PyTorch Hub packages do not provide the packages that are suitable for multi-
ple usage context. However, they use the running environment IE to indicate if
an ML package needs accelerator support like GPU and CUDA [30](NVIDIA
parallel computing architecture for GPU); having an accelerator can make a
big difference in ML efficiency.
Only TFHub provides links for directly downloading the package files in
multiple formats.
Legal Information contains a single IE related to licensing. According to
the TFHub contribution tutorial, if no license is specified, the default license
for an ML package will be Apache 2.0 [31]. No information was found about
the licenses used by PyTorch Hub packages.
Package Information. ML package repositories have ten IEs in this di-
mension, with Description, Developer(s), Extra Information, Indexing
Keywords, Package Name, Demo are common between the two repositories.
The Description are actually in freestyle and may contain other IEs. ML
packages generally will provide academic papers and GitHub links as Extra
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Information. These academic papers are usually the original sources of the
algorithms used by the ML packages. So this IE can be helpful for users like
data scientists and researchers who may benefit from dig into the basic princi-
ple of the algorithms. As for the Indexing Keywords, they can be task types
(text embedding, image classification, etc.), datasets (ImageNet, etc.), algo-
rithms (CNN, Transformer, etc.) and some other ML attributes that help users
narrow down the search scope. The Names of TFHub ML packages are more
complicated than PyTorch Hub ML packages, because the former contain not
only the key algorithm names but also the names of dataset or configuration
values used during training. Their Demo is supported by Google Colab, an on-
line Python notebook environment. These example notebooks usually contain
complete use cases of this ML package.
There are four other IEs unique to TFHub. Due to Pytorch Hub’s lack of a
versioning mechanism, the Version Alert, Version Number, and Publication
Time are missing. Also, there is no Size information in PyTorch Hub. We
discuss the implication of this lack of a formalized versioning mechanism in
Section 4.3.
Both IEs in the Software Development dimension are found in the two
ML package repositories.
Regarding the Issue Tracking Information IE, PyTorch Hub provides
a link to its GitHub issue page while TFHub provides a form for users to
submit any kind of feedback directly from the repository. In both ML package
repositories, users can also report bugs identified in either the frameworks
or ML packages on the tensorflow hub library’s GitHub repository14 and
PyTorch Hub’s GitHub repository15.
Though both repositories also provide links to the Source Code Repository,
most packages in TFHub include these links as freestyle text in the package
description (not in a dedicated area like in PyTorch Hub), making this infor-
mation difficult to identify.
The Technical Documentation dimension has six common IEs (User
Instruction, Algorithm, Data Description, Package Quality Evaluation,
Training Information, Package Domain) in both ML package repositories.
However, these common IEs are usually not organized as independent IEs or
formally presented; they are a part of the ML package description.
The Package Domain can usually be the indexing keywords of the ML
packages. It contains ML application domains (computer vision, natural lan-
guage processing, etc.) and ML task type (image classification, text embed-
ding etc.). Note that ML package repositories do not have Package Quality
Evaluation in all of their ML packages. Only 17 (out of 26) and 35 (out of
383) packages in the PyTorch Hub and TFHub repositories, respectively, pro-
14 https://github.com/tensorflow/hub
15 https://github.com/pytorch/hub
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vide their quality evaluation result. In TFHub this IE is also a part of the
general package description rather than independent IE.
In addition to the shared IEs, both ML package repositories have unique
IE(s). Because of the lack of versioning mechanism, PyTorch Hub does not have
Release History and Release Note. As for Training Information, TFHub
ML packages may provide more detailed algorithm information like the model
optimizer arguments16. PyTorch Hub usually does not provide such details,
but it has a unique area in a ML package page for listing the Pre-defined
Interfaces which are the entrypoints. Entrypoint is a mechanism in PyTorch
Hub to manage variant models within a single ML package. Users specify an
entrypoint when loading a PyTorch package to get the needed variant of a
model. On the other hand, TFHub ML packages do not have entrypoints but
rather utilize a signature mechanism. The signature mechanism is used by
TFHub packages to organize combinations of input and output tensors (basic
data structure in ML). These two mechanisms will be explained in detail in
Section 6.
We find that only 173 TFHub packages (out of 383) introduced signatures
(e.g., telling users about what this signature can do, what hyper-parameter it
needs) in their description section. Though the signatures are not listed for-
mally, the TFHub users can get a full list of the signature they supports by
calling an API of the packages. In PyTorch Hub, only 10 (out of 26) packages
provide a list of their entrypoints within their package pages.
4.3 Implications
Dependency Management. ML package repositories currently assume that,
unlike software packages with several dependencies and dependents, ML pack-
ages rarely depend on each other but rather depend on existing Python pack-
ages and the core ML frameworks. However, our analysis was able to identify
dependencies between ML packages (as discussed in Section 4.2.1).
Hidden dependencies are a major risk for developers. Dependency-related
information helps developers to make a better estimation of the effort needed
to upgrade to a given software/ML package. For example, users may be con-
cerned of the risk of introducing bugs or breaking changes during an upgrade,
as well as the extra work needed to make their current dependencies compatible
with the new dependencies introduced by the included software/ML package.
Thus, dependency-related IEs may have an impact on when and whether de-
velopers decide to upgrade the ML package.
Release Information. TFHub implements a basic incremental versioning
mechanism (version numbers and release notes) while PyTorch Hub has no
mechanism in place. Versioning helps users learn whether the ML packages
16 https://tfhub.dev/deepmind/spiral/default-fluid-gansn-celebahq64-gen-19steps/1
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have been updated and whether it is worthy to upgrade to a new release. ML
package repositories can adopt a practice similar to the semantic versioning of
software package repositories to indicate the severity of changes and backward-
compatibility of APIs (more details on this discussion in versioning is provided
in Section 5). Given the numerous points of change in ML packages (e.g., algo-
rithm, training dataset, configurations, etc.), a consensus among ML package
stakeholders would have to be reached on the definition of a major and minor
changes, as well as patches.
Popularity Indicator. Experienced users of ML packages can tell which ML
package is better by looking at the performance evaluation result, while users
without solid ML expertise (like general software engineers or researchers not
in ML area), however, may refer to information such as the popularity, reviews
and the quality of technical functionalities when deciding on a ML package
or software package to use. Intuitively, such users may choose the packages
with the most downloads (popularity) [32] or the most positive reviews from
other users (common in some traditional software engineering repositories like
mobile app stores) [33].
Such indicators make it easier for users who do not know how to differenti-
ate between algorithm performance and datasets to know which ML package
is the most popular or has a good reputation. So the quality indicator in-
formation elements are highly recommended to be provided by ML package
repositories.
Security. TensorFlow, PyTorch and most of the other popular ML related
libraries are mainly Python-based and can be installed through PyPI. However,
since PyPI does not provide any submission review and security vulnerability
report mechanism, this increases the quality and security risks of ML packages.
These security risks are hard to discover. For example, an ML engineer may
expend much effort to locate a bug in the model’s source code, but the bug
may actually originate in an imported Python library installed from PyPI.
Although the bugs may originate from the external Python dependencies,
there are several vulnerability analysis tools (e.g., WhiteSource [34], snyk [35])
that ML developers need to include in their workflow to identify the propaga-
tion of vulnerabilities from dependent packages into the ML application.
Technical Documentation. There is no formalized (or unified) structure or
organization of the technical information within ML package repositories. ML
packages have some unique technical documentation like algorithms, dataset
description, training details, ML package tune-ability and ML package quality
evaluation. Given this lack of formalism, users of ML packages need to read
the documentation or description of packages in order to extract such informa-
tion. These technical documentation vary in style and form, making it difficult
for users to understand and compare ML packages. It would be beneficial if
packages within a ML package repository are required to follow a documenta-
tion standard that ensures the same structure of information elements across
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different packages.
5 RQ2: How are packages organized in ML package repositories?
In Section 5, we identify and compare the IEs presented in software and ML
package repositories, however this RQ is specific to the domain of machine
learning (packages). In this RQ, we go one step further by investigating some of
the major IEs (e.g., task types, algorithms, datasets) and the inter-relationship
(e.g., distributions) of ML packages within the ML package repositories. In
particular, the analysis performed in this RQ is centered around a unique
phenomenon in ML package repositories: ML package/model families. These
are groups of packages/models that are similar with each other in terms of task
types, algorithms and datasets. Thus, through the study of this RQ, we provide
details on the organization practices within such ML package repositories and
provide the users of the ML package repositories information about the kind
of packages to expect in each ML repository.
5.1 Approach
Using web crawlers and custom scripts (see our replication package [36]), we ex-
tract the IEs from the JSON data structures (generated by each ML package’s
individual page) and webpages of each package in the TFHub and PyTorch
Hub repository.
It should be noted that PyTorch Hub provides models in PyTorch’s gen-
eral formats (.pt or .pth files) only. So in order to perform a fair comparison,
we only consider the two general formats of TFHub, i.e., hub.Module and
TF2 SavedModel. For example, we do not consider TFHub packages that
are not provided in either hub.Module or TF2 SavedModel formats (e.g.,
mobilenet v2 1.0 224 quantized 17). However, if a package provides extra
formats in addition to the two general ones (e.g. imagenet/mobilenet v2 075 96/feature vector
18 ), we only take those two general formats into account. Thus, the analysis in
this RQ is performed on 383 TFHub packages (741 versions) and 26 PyTorch
Hub packages (including 132 models). The snapshots for both repositories were
taken in the middle of March 2020.
For each ML package, we extract information about the task type, algo-
rithm, and training dataset. For TFHub, the values and contents of IEs in
our research scope are extracted automatically from the JSON data structure.
Although PyTorch Hub did not provide such a data structure, we manually
extract the needed information from the PyTorch Hub packages due to their
limited number.
17 https://tfhub.dev/tensorflow/coral-model/mobilenet v2 1.0 224 quantized/1/default/1
18 https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v2 075 96/feature vector/4
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Embedding 3 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) Changing the audio into a mathematical vector.
Pitch
Extraction





0 (0.0%) 1 (3.8%)
Synthesizes audio taking
Mel Spectrogram(an acoustic time-frequency




Augmentation 6 (1.6%) 0 (0.0%)
Augment the images.
(like rotation, shearing)
Classification 94 (24.5%) 15 (57.7%) Classify the images according to their contents.
Feature
Vector
111 (29.0%) 0 (0.0%) Extract image features.
Generator 42 (11.0%) 2 (7.7%)
Generate images.




4 (1.0%) 1 (3.8%) Find the objects in an image.
Segmentation 10 (2.6%) 3 (11.5%) Divide the different regions of a image.
Other 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) -
Video
Classification 2 (0.5%) 0 (0.0%) Classify the videos according to their contents.
Generator 5 (1.3%) 0 (0.0%) Generate videos.







3 (0.8%) 0 (0.0%) Answer questions in natural language
Embedding 99 (25.8%) 3 (11.5%)
Changing the text (word, phrase, document)
into a mathematical vector.
Text to
Mel Spectrogram
0 (0.0%) 1 (3.8%)
Generates Mel Spectrogram
with natural language text
5.2 Findings
5.2.1 Task Type of ML Packages/Models
Each published ML package in the studied repositories is trained with a specific
algorithm on a specific dataset to help developers with a particular ML task
(e.g., image classification). TFHub and PyTorch Hub define different type
task classifications. In our research, we adopt TFHub’s classification due to
its clarity, and manually apply this classification on PyTorch Hub’s packages.
Task types unique to PyTorch Hub are added to the task type set. It should
be noted that we further categorize similar task types under new created task
types. The result of this process are the task types in Table 3, among which
two are in audio processing, six are in computer vision and two are in natural
language processing.
As shown in Table 3, image feature vector ML models take up the largest
proportion (around 29%) in TFHub; the second and third largest task types
in TFHub are text embedding (around 26%) and image classification (around
25%). In PyTorch Hub, the top three largest task type groups are text embed-


























Fig. 2: The feature diagram of ML models
ding (around 52%), image classification (around 39%) and image generator
(around 3.8%).
Both repositories have ML models of the image classification, image gen-
erator, object detection, image segmentation and text embedding task types.
TFHub has more ML models in all five types than PyTorch Hub. Only TFHub
has ML models of audio embedding, audio pitch extraction, image augmen-
tation, image feature vector, text question answering and video processing
types. At the same time, users have to go to PyTorch Hub for ML models
of audio generative (with Mel Spectrogram), text to Mel Spectrogram, and
image semantic segmentation task types.
5.2.2 ML package Organization Practices: Family Phenomenon
ML packages are not organized in the same fashion in the TFHub and Py-
Torch Hub repositories. Although each ML package (in either TFHub or Py-
Torch Hub) has its individual page, we observe possible similarities among ML
packages in terms of algorithm, training dataset and task type. Thus, in this
section, we perform an in-depth analysis of the organization of these two ML
package repositories through a study of the family phenomenon (introduced
at the beginning of this RQ).
5.2.2.1 Definition
ML packages differ from each other in terms of task types, algorithms, datasets
and package formats, as illustrated in Figure 2. The former three are ML-
related information elements and the last one depends on the package’s im-
plementation (e.g., different frameworks provide different model formats).
ML packages usually contain one or multiple ML models; a TFHub pack-
age always contains a single model while a PyTorch Hub package may contain
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several models through the entrypoint mechanism (generally speaking, one
entrypoint maps to one model). From the perspective of models, we find that
some of them are the same in terms of the task type, algorithm and training
dataset, but differ from each other due to different configurations of the algo-
rithm or different pre-processing of the dataset. This phenomenon inspires us
to group such models as families.
In the context of our research, family members have the same task
type, algorithm and dataset, but may differ in configurations, output sizes
and data pre-processing. Configurations (e.g., network depth, network width,
normalization, etc.) are the most common differences among family members.
Such configurations can cause the ML models to be of different sizes in terms
of FLOPs (floating point operations, a metric for the complexity of the ML
model) and number of parameters; thus, having an impact on the performance
and deployment of ML models. Generally speaking, the larger a ML model’s
size, the better its performance (like classification accuracy). However, large
ML models require more computational resources and are not suitable for us-
age contexts like mobile phones. Another difference observed in family mem-
bers is the output size. For image generation ML models, the output size is
the size of generated images, or for text embedding ML models, the length of
embedding vectors. Different data pre-processing steps such as text case nor-
malization (e.g., lower and upper case and accent markers are kept or removed
uniformly) are used among family members, especially in NLP ML models.
The family phenomenon in ML package repositories is comparable to the
product line architecture in traditional software engineering, which makes it
easier to create closely related but varying versions of the same product [38].
It should however be noted that there is no direct mapping between model
families and signatures/entrypoints. TFHub and PyTorch Hub packages are
required to have signatures and entrypoints, respectively. However, their im-
plementation mostly depends on the developer of the package. For example, a
developer can create multiple entrypoints within the same package but none
would use the same algorithm, dataset or task type. Thus, a package can con-
tain models belonging to different sets of families (e.g., the Semi-Supervised
and Semi-Weakly Supervised ImageNet Models package contains 12 mod-
els that form four families).
Analyzing the differences between such family members provides additional
understanding about ML model management and presentation; thus, it is es-
sential that any ML package analysis considers this concept. We provide details
on these different organization practices in the subsequent sections. In order
to have a uniform analysis and comparison across the two ML package repos-
itories, the subjects of the research in the subsequent subsections are rather
the models within ML packages.
5.2.2.2 Family Grouping Result and Analysis
There are 43 and 28 families in the TFHub and PyTorch Hub repositories,
respectively. MobileNet V1 and MobileNet V2, both trained on ImageNet,
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the number of family members in ML models of the
studied ML package repositories based on application domain (ln-scaled). The
total number of families of TFHub and PyTorch Hub are 43 and 28 respec-
tively.
Table 4: Statistics of number of families and median number of family members









TFHub PyTorch Hub TFHub PyTorch Hub




Classification 7 13 4 4
Feature
Vector
12 - 2 -
Generator 7 1 5 2
Object
Detection
- 1 - 2
Segmentation 1 - 10 -






1 - 3 -
Embedding 13 13 8 2
are the two largest families in TFHub with 32 and 23 members, respectively.
TFHub model families have a median of five family members, with most fam-
ilies having two members. In PyTorch Hub, VGG Nets and BERT families
have the largest number of members (eight). The median number of family
members is 2.5 and most families have two members.
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the number of family members in TFHub
and PyTorch Hub based on application domain. We observe the family phe-
nomenon in only nine task types across both TFHub and PyTorch Hub (see
Table 4). Six of these tasks belong to the computer vision domain (Image
Classification, Image Feature Vector, Image Generator, Video Text, Image
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Table 5: Similar ML models in the studied ML package repositories (* The
ML model on TFHub is trained on ImageNet 2012, the PyTorch Hub model















Inception V3 ImageNet 2 1
ResNet V1 ImageNet 4 5
MobileNet V2 ImageNet 23 1
Segmentation and Object Detection), one (Audio Embedding) belongs to
audio processing, and two (Question Answering and Text Embedding) be-
long to the natural language processing domain. Audio embedding, image
feature vector, image segmentation, video text and text question answering
are only discovered in TFHub, while object detection family only exists in
PyTorch Hub. Some statistics about the task types are in Table 4.
In both ML package repositories, the text embedding type has the largest
number of families. TFHub has more families than PyTorch Hub in the image
generator task type, while PyTorch Hub has more families of image classifica-
tion task type.
TFHub and PyTorch Hub families use 27 and 20 algorithms, respectively,
with only two algorithms in common: ResNet-V1 (image classification) and
BERT (text embedding). On TFHub, text embedding algorithm NNLM has the
largest number of ML models (58) while the text embedding algorithm BERT
has the largest number of ML models (23) on PyTorch Hub.
A great diversity of datasets is also used to train the ML models within the
identified families. TFHub and PyTorch Hub ML models use 23 and 17 differ-
ent datasets, respectively. Among these datasets, only three of them are com-
mon across the two repositories: ImageNet (image classification, image gen-
erator), CelebA HQ (image generation) and Wikipedia & BookCorpus (text
embedding). In both of the TFHub and PyTorch Hub, ImageNet is used in
most of the families (20 on TFHub and 12 on PyTorch Hub).
5.2.2.3 Similar Models Across ML Model Repositories
As previously mentioned in Section 5.2.1, some task types are unique to a single
ML package repository. To some extent, this finding reflects the difference in
terms of the contents of ML repositories. Having introduced the family concept,
this section studies the similarity of the contents within the two ML package
repositories. Table 5 presents the number of similar ML models across the two
studied ML package repositories.
There are actually only a few ML models that overlap, see Table 5. For ex-
ample, in TFHub, there are three ResNet V1 [29] image classification ML mod-
els trained on ImageNet, their names are imagenet/resnet v1 50/classification,
imagenet/resnet v1 101/classification, imagenet/resnet v1 152/classification
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and resnet 50/classification. While in PyTorch Hub package ResNet,
there are five models resnet18, resnet34, resnet50, resnet101, and resnet152
corresponding to the TFHub models.
5.2.2.4 Release Management of ML models
As previously discussed in RQ1, ML package repositories do not have any for-
malized release management or versioning mechanisms. We also find that ML
package repositories do not have a well-defined release management practice in
terms of algorithm upgrades. In TFHub’s ML package organization practice,
a change to the algorithm leads to the creation of a new package, rather than
an upgraded package. For example, when the algorithm used by a package is
changed from MobileNet V1 [39] to MobileNet V2 [40], a new package page is
built for the upgraded ML package. Furthermore, except for the algorithm, the
two packages are the same in terms of the other two family deciding criteria
(dataset and task type). We observe several algorithm changes in TFHub such
as ResNet V1 [29] to V2 [41], and BERT [42] to ALBERT [43].
Though PyTorch Hub does not support an explicit versioning mechanism,
there are some cases of algorithm upgrades; an upgrade of algorithms usually
leads to different entrypoints (different models) in the same package rather
than different versions. Examples of observed algorithm upgrades are BERT
to distillBERT [44] and RoBERTa [45], and GPT [46] to GPT-2 [47].
5.3 Implications
Release Management. Currently, the upgrade of ML package’s algorithm
is not a versioned change. It is worthwhile for ML package repositories to
consider new versions of an algorithm as an upgrade. There are two benefits:
(1) Users are better aware of how many versions of an algorithm to choose
from. It is a good practice to provide ML package users with information
transparency. For example, without our research, TFHub users may not easily
know that there are two versions of MobileNet algorithm, two versions of
ResNet algorithm and three versions of Inception algorithm. If the number of
ML packages keeps growing, this transparency will be more helpful for users.
(2) This practice helps users better understand a group of algorithms and help
them narrow down the search scope. For example, although all MobileNet ML
packages are suitable for mobile platform deployment, MobileNet V2 being
better than V1 guides users to choose ML packages directly from V2 ones,
rather than trying out from V1 ones.
Compared to traditional software package evolution, the evolution of an
ML package can involve any of these things: (1) algorithm update, (2) update
to non-algorithm related code (e.g., command line arguments, tuning, etc.),
(3) changes to data, and (4) changes to input/output tensors. Among them,
(1) and (3) are ML package specific, whereas (2) is common for all software
projects. (4) can be applicable under the model family phenomenon. Further-
more, some of these are orthogonal for ML packages. For example, one product
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may change the algorithm but keep the data as it is, or update both the al-
gorithm and the data. Some products may have multiple variants trained on
different data. The aforementioned issues pose several research opportunities
in the ML domain. Thus, there is the need for ML researchers to identify ex-
isting release management approaches in the traditional software engineering
and product line domains that can be adopted and extended.
Impedance mismatch between model families and software package
distribution/versioning. There are many families in the same task type, and
there are many members in a family. Though this provides users with a great
diversity of ML models, the similarity between families and members makes
choosing right ML model be difficult and confusing for users without solid
ML expertise (like general software engineer and non-ML researchers). In the
worst case, users may need to try the different model families, and probably
each ML model within a family, to identify trade-offs between performance
and computational resource consumption.
Based on our findings, we observe that the unit of shipping models is not
that straightforward and formalized: should a package contain a whole family
or a subset of members (based on entrypoints), or even multiple families? In
addition, the family phenomenon may introduce some other software engineer-
ing challenges. For example, how are models in a family upgraded? How are
changes within these families managed as the models evolve over time? Given
the inherent similarities with the family phenomenon, ML researchers should
seek to adopt the advanced practices of the traditional software product line
architecture domain [48].
6 RQ3: What is the process needed in order to use the functionalities
from software/ML package repositories?
Having identified the information within the studied ML package reposito-
ries (RQ1), as well as their organization practices (RQ2), this RQ investigates
the processes needed to reuse these shared ML packages. First, we examine
the basic functionalities and the package usage practices supported by the ML
package managers (e.g., tensorflow hub library [49] for TFHub, PyTorch Hub
API in PyTorch library). The functionalities and practices will be compared
against those of software package managers, whenever applicable, to under-
stand the commonalities and uniqueness between them. Next, we study the
different usage contexts supported by ML libraries from their documentation.
6.1 Approach
Package managers provide some basic functionalities such as installing, up-
grading and removing packages within a programming language-specific de-
velopment environment [50]. Due to the longer existence and wider usage of
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Table 6: Basic functionalities and usage information of software and ML pack-
age repositories
Repositories





























software package repositories, we regard the software package managers and
their APIs as a baseline, and we attempt to identify such similar functionalities
for ML libraries.
First, we look for documentation and online tutorials about the three func-
tionalities (installation, upgrade, removal) of both ML package repositories and
software package repositories. If no corresponding materials of a functionality
are found for a given repository, we regard this functionality to be unsup-
ported. Table 6 summarizes the basic functionalities, the supported package
formats and primary usage mechanism of the studied package repositories.
Next, we also identify the different supported usage contexts and the steps
needed to use the packages of the ML and software package repositories.
6.2 Findings
6.2.1 Basic functionalities of ML and Software package managers (Installa-
tion, Upgrade, Removal)
Though users have to follow similar steps before using packages within software
and ML package repositories, there are, however, a few significant differences in
how these steps are implemented for software and ML packages. It generally
takes 2 steps to use any software or ML package: (1) installing/upgrading
packages, and (2) invocation of the functionalities from a loaded/imported
package.
Software packages are mostly installed via terminal commands provided by
their package managers (see Figure 4(a)). However, there is no clear division
between installation and loading in ML package repositories. ML packages
require a runtime load step that downloads the ML artifacts if not yet in
cache, and selects the right model for further use. For example, figure 4(b)
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demonstrates how to load a ML package from TFHub. As shown in the fig-
ure, TensorFlow’s tensorflow hub library, which is the library that mainly
supports the ML package management functionalities and ML package usage,
provides an initialization API called hub.load(). This API takes in an argu-
ment for the location of the ML package; this can be either a link to TFHub
pages, a link to some specified online zip file or a path to local package. Given
the location, the library downloads the package (if not already in the cache),
loads it, and makes it ready for use. A similar practice is used to load PyTorch
Hub packages, as shown in Figure 4(c).
Additionally, there is no real support for package upgrades in ML package
repositories. Unlike software packagers that provide users with package up-
grade commands, users of ML packages have to manually specify the version
of a package to load at runtime. This practice is further exacerbated due to the
lack of formal package versioning mechanisms. For example, users of TFHub
packages need to specify the version number as part of the url (e.g., the “../4”
at the end of https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v1 050 160/classification/4
shows the version). Given that PyTorch Hub has no versioning support for
packages, users must decide at runtime whether to download an updated Py-
Torch package from its GitHub repository19 or use an existing cached copy.
As a result, a different GitHub snapshot of a model can be loaded each time,
introducing severe inconsistency problems to users.
Also, we could not find any similar functionality for the removal of packages
provided by ML libraries. The package initialization API of PyTorch has an
argument that if set, would always download a new package even if there is
a cached one. But this is not a real removal functionality as users need to
manually remove the cached models eventually.
6.2.2 Package Usage
Despite the close similarities of how ML and software packages are installed
or loaded, the process of actually using these packages is different. Once soft-
ware packages are installed, the users only need to import the package and
utilize the various APIs within their system. ML packages, on the other hand,
require an additional step after they are loaded before they can be used. This
difference is brought by the signature mechanism of TFHub packages and en-
trypoint mechanism of PyTorch Hub packages. An in-depth discussion of how
ML packages are used under these two mechanisms is provided below.
6.2.2.1 TFHub Signature Mechanism
A signature is a particular combination of input and output data-structures
(also called tensors [51]) used by a ML model. Given that some ML packages
can be used for more than one task, the signature mechanism is used to allow
19 The source code of PyTorch Hub packages are stored on GitHub. The links to model
files (.pt, .pth files) will be stored in the GitHub code but the model files themselves may
be stored on some other places rather than GitHub.
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Install package from repositoryPython command: pip install test_pkg




Python command: pip uninstall test_pkg Remove a package
(a) PyPI
Handle: path to a ML
package or urls provided by
TFHub
Loading: hub.load() API + location
of the ML package
Using Step (1) 
Select signature object with
signature name
Using Step (2) 
Provide the Input tensor(s) as the
argument of __call__() method of
signature object
import tensorflow_hub as hub






+ GitHub Repo Name +
Entrypoint Name + Other




        'minkexiu/vision', 'my_vgg11', 
        pretrained=True, an_arg = 1
)
Using:  
Provide input tensor(s) to




First argument is the GitHub repos name. 
When the loading API is used, the GitHub
repo will be downloaded to local storage. 
The second argument is
the entrypoint name. The argument(s) after the entrypoint name is(are)
the arguments needed for functions whose name
is the specified entrypoint. 
(c) PyTorch Hub
Fig. 4: The process of loading and using packages
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users to express the task to perform. For example, imagenet/mobilenet v1 050 160/classification20
is a package which allows users to perform either image classification or fea-
ture extraction in a set of images. Thus, a user performing an image classifica-
tion task with the imagenet/mobilenet v1 050 160/classification pack-
age must provide the input tensor in the expected shape before the correct
output tensor will be returned.
6.2.2.2 PyTorch Hub Entrypoint Mechanism
When loading a PyTorch package for use, the torch.hub.load() API requires,
in addition to the GitHub repository containing the necessary code of this
package, the name of an entrypoint name and any additional arguments needed
by the provided entrypoint. An entrypoint is essentially a Python function
defined in the package’s source code that implements a particular configuration
of an algorithm. It should be noted that how the function actually works is
totally decided by developers, including the argument settings, implementation
logic, and where to find the pre-trained model files.
We observe that currently the PyTorch Hub entrypoint mechanism is not
as formalized as the TFHub signature mechanism. Several packages on Py-
Torch Hub do not provide a complete entrypoint list (an example of how
entrypoints are displayed for a package is shown in Figure 5); one has to man-
ually search within the source code repository21. Secondly, package developers
may implement the entrypoint differently given the lack of formalism or best
practices. Such differences in entrypoint definitions makes the loading process
of a package difficult for users. The aforementioned two issues show the need
for the package developers to prepare sufficient documentation that explains
the full functionality and loading process of their packages, rather than ex-
pecting general users to read and understand the source code. In comparison,
TFHub packages do a better job by providing APIs to inform the users of the
signatures within packages.
6.2.2.3 Signature/Entrypoint mechanism vs. Model families
We observe that the variation within ML packages can be viewed along differ-
ent dimensions: model families (see RQ2) and signatures/entrypoints. There
may be a number of models (in a the same family) that use the same al-
gorithms and datasets but different training hyper-parameter configurations
or computational features (e.g., with or without batch-normalization hyper-
parameters). We could also have different variations of an ML package defined
through entrypoints.
However, we observe that although the number of entrypoints in a PyTorch
Hub package indicates the number of different models in the package, not all
entrypoints in a package belong to the same family; a PyTorch Hub package
can have multiple families, each consisting of a subset of its entrypoints. In
20 https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v1 050 160/classification/4
21 https://pytorch.org/hub/pytorch fairseq translation/
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Fig. 5: An example of the list of entrypoints of a PyTorch Hub package with
their respective quality measures
TFHub, each package consists of exactly one model which can have multiple
signatures, another form of ML-specific variation. Thus, there seems to be no
relation between signatures and model families.
Consequently, the development process of ML packages can be considered
to be analogous to the concept of product line architectures. Such product line
architecture-like practices of ML packages bring some benefits. First, it makes
the organization of different variants easier. For example, without the signature
mechanism, the multiple signatures have to be independent packages, causing
redundancy and the synchronization of their changing and maintenance will
take a lot of efforts. Secondly, such mechanism help the users to easily compare
the functionalities of related packages.
6.2.3 Usage Contexts Supported by ML Libraries
TensorFlow and PyTorch provide support for using packages in different con-
texts. Usage contexts are the specific deployment platforms or software envi-
ronments upon which ML packages are loaded and called. Each usage context
prioritizes certain attributes of an ML package such as size, performance and
portability. As such, ML packages and models used in different contexts are
usually in different formats. It should be noted that in this subsection, our
analysis is focused at the level of the models within the ML packages, rather
than the packages themselves.
Table 7 shows the various usage contexts available to TensorFlow and
PyTorch packages. In the table, each row represents a group of relevant de-
ployment scenarios. The first column shows the usage contexts supported by
TensorFlow and PyTorch. It should be noted that edge device and remote
device have some overlap, e.g., TensorFlow models may be run on Python
environments on both Raspberry Pi (as a kind of edge device) and web servers
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checkpoint Suitable for recording training process. Not suitable for deployment.
SavedModel
Standard model saving format.
Suitable for deployment.
May not support specialized usage context.
Frozen GraphDef
Size saving.
Suitable for inference-only usage.
Parameters in it cannot be changed.
hub.Module Specified for model sharing on TFHub. Out of date in TensorFlow 2.x era.
TensorFlow Lite Model Can be optimized in size. Optimization may reduce performance.
TensorFlow.js Model Can be used in JavaScript environment.
May have less support
than traditional TensorFlow.
PyTorch
.pt, .pth file Standard model saving format. May not support specialized usage context.
TorchScript Can be used in multiple languages.
Inappropriate for internal
model deployments.
ONNX Can be used by different ML frameworks. May not support specialized usage context.
(as a kind of remote device). The reason for splitting these two rows is to em-
phasize their most representative characteristics, i.e., computational resource
limitation for edge devices and different calling mechanisms for remote server.
The second and third columns represent the typically used model formats
within the given deployment environment (based on the ML package repos-
itory). The fourth and fifth column explain how the models are called (or
served). If the loading and the whole usage process happen on the same ma-
chine, it is considered “local”. However, if the package is loaded on another
machine and the usage process need remote communication between different
machine, it is considered “remote”. For example, a user can use HTTP requests
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to obtain inference results from an image classification package deployed on a
remote server. Both ML frameworks have five deployment scenario groups. In
general, TensorFlow supports more usage contexts, which can be attributed
to TensorFlow’s longer existence.
Unsurprisingly, TensorFlow and PyTorch have the best support for integra-
tion directly into a Python code base. It is a general practice that a model is
developed on Python and deployed in other scenarios. For TensorFlow, there
are four common saved model formats: checkpoint22, SavedModel23, Frozen
GraphDef24 and hub.Module25. Checkpoint is suitable for temporarily save
the training process, generally only contains parameter values but not calcu-
lations. So this character makes it not very suitable for sharing because the
code of algorithm should be separately provided. SavedModel can save both
parameters and calculations, it can be used off the shelf without any algo-
rithm code. This character makes it suitable for deployment and sharing. In
TensorFlow 2.x it is also the general format for saved model. Frozen GraphDef
is extremely lightweight and suitable for deployment and doing inference. But
its parameter values cannot be changed so models in this format cannot be fur-
ther trained or fine-tuned. hub.Module is specially invented format for model
sharing on TFHub and it’s being replaced in TensorFlow 2.x API era. As for
PyTorch, the common saved model formats under Python environment are
.pt and .pth. But shared models in PyTorch Hub package may not be very
suitable for deployment because the parameter values (in .pt or .pth files) and
algorithms (in code base) are separately stored. A summary of the advantages
and disadvantages of each model format is provided in Table 8.
TensorFlow and PyTorch models also can be deployed on edge devices,
like mobile platforms, which suffer from limited computational and storage
resources. TensorFlow provides a set of tools in TensorFlow Lite [52] for de-
ployment on edge device. Normal TensorFlow Python models can be converted
into a TensorFlow Lite format model named FlatBuffers26. In addition, both
TensorFlow and PyTorch provide some quantization methods, like saving the
values in lower precision, that make models smaller and minimize the degra-
dation of performance.
TensorFlow and PyTorch models can be deployed for use in other lan-
guages. For TensorFlow, the SavedModel can be loaded by the TensorFlow
API in C++, Java, Go, Swift, etc. PyTorch only supports C++ and Java in
its documentation currently. PyTorch uses TorchScript to represent a model
that is independent from Python and can be loaded and executed by PyTorch
API in C++.
TensorFlow and PyTorch models can be served remotely and called through
a REST API for inference. For TensorFlow, a served model will be in Saved-
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introduced by TensorFlow’s documentation in detail. In addition to REST
API calling, served TensorFlow models can also be called through gRPC [53],
a high performance RPC framework. For PyTorch, the models needs to be
deployed and served with the help of Flask [54], a third-party lightweight web
framework in Python.
TensorFlow and PyTorch each has some unique usage contexts as well.
TensorFlow models can be deployed on JavaScript environments like browsers
and Node.js. TensorFlow in JavaScript is called TensorFlow.js [55]. The Ten-
sorFlow.js models can be converted from normal Python-based models. Py-
Torch models can be exported into ONNX format [56] and loaded by any
ONNX-supporting frameworks, like Caffe2, MXNet, CNTK etc..
From the Table 7, we found that the usage contexts are more complex in
ML packages than in software packages. Software packages can be deployed
successfully within any usage context supports the languages and they do not
have much variation in formats. For example, a Python package can be de-
ployed on any platforms or environments that support Python, and the Python
package will always be in .whl or .tar.gz formats27. However, this is not the
case for ML packages/models. When a user wants to use a model in different
contexts, the model formats will vary and the variation may lead to different
loading and usage practices. For example, different APIs are needed to load
and use TensorFlow.js and SavedModel model formats, or a SavedModel may
need to be converted to a TensorFlow.js format before it is used in a browser.
Though package/model formats can be converted between each other, con-
sidering the most suitable format in advance can at least save the conversion
effort.
6.3 Implications
Usage Context. Unlike software packages that have similar usage steps, ir-
respective of the OS or hardware of a system, this is not the case for ML
packages. There are many usage contexts for ML packages and models. The
considerations for ML packages in different usage contexts are more than those
for software packages. The loading and usage processes may differ according to
the usage context (e.g., different sets of APIs, different formats of saved mod-
els). This characteristic is another reason for the users (like software engineers
and data scientists) to consider the usage context earlier and make suitable
trade-offs.
Pre-defined interfaces for ML packages (signatures and entrypoints).
ML libraries use special mechanisms for loading and using a package: signatures
for TFHub packages and entrypoints for PyTorch Hub packages. These mech-
anisms are different from software packages that can be simply imported and
27 https://packaging.python.org/tutorials/packaging-projects/#generating-distribution-
archives
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then used. Those mechanisms adopt the product line architecture from tra-
ditional software engineering and leverage some of its benefits. Though these
mechanisms provide the needed flexibility for creating and using variants of an
ML package, they also introduce a steep learning curve for new ML developers,
especially traditional software engineers.
Package Management Functionalities. These two aspect of the ML pack-
age repositories are still a work in progress. Currently, ML package repositories
only support package installation. The upgrade, and removal functionalities are
either missing or have limited support. In the future, TensorFlow and PyTorch
maintainers can think about developing the actual ML package upgrade and
removal functionalities.
Package Documentation. There is limited documentation on how users
(especially with limited ML experience) can integrate pre-trained models into
their applications. Given the relative complexity of ML packages, in compari-
son to software packages, the documentation of ML packages are expected to
be very detailed. Loading a package requires a lot of information in terms of
versions, signatures and entrypoints. Such details need to be in well-described.
For example, the documentation of PyTorch Hub packages’ entrypoints are not
complete (5 out of the 15 packages with multiple entrypoints do not provide
a full list of their entrypoints). Contributors of the PyTorch Hub and TFHub
packages need to treat the documentation highly to serve the users better. Re-
searchers can also propose code summary techniques for generating detailed
and formalized documentation, and tools to ensure that strict naming conven-
tions for parameters can are adhered to.
7 Related Work
Here we discuss two areas of prior work related to this paper: empirical studies
on software package repositories and sharing of reusable ML packages.
7.1 Software Package Repositories
Exploratory Study: There are a few exploratory studies on software pack-
age repositories. Bommarito et al. [23] analyzed the basic data of all of the
packages on PyPI at that time, including information elements like packages,
releases, dependencies, category classifications, licenses, package imports, au-
thors, maintainers, and organizations. They reported the evolution of the PyPI
repository in terms of active packages, new authors and new import state-
ments. They observed highly right-skewed distributions of package release
numbers, authors’ package and release numbers, package import numbers, size
of packages and releases. They also found that most of the packages are con-
tributed by single individuals. Raemaekers et. al. [57] presented a dataset that
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contains code metrics, dependencies, breaking changes between library ver-
sions of more than 148 thousand jar files and a complete call graph of the
entire Maven repository.
Dependency Management: Dependency management on software package
repositories is an aspect that attracted lots of prior work. Some researchers
have studied the impact of dependencies (from software package repositories)
on project health. Alqahtani et. al. [58] used a unified ontological representa-
tion to establish bi-directional traceability links between security vulnerability
databases and software software repositories. It is shown that when packages
are shared, knowledge, information and vulnerabilities are also shared. Eghan
et. al. [59] took Maven as research subject and found that dependencies on
external libraries have an impact on project quality in terms of security vul-
nerabilities, license violations, and breaking changes.
Decan et. al. [60] conducted a study about R packages distributed on
CRAN and GitHub and found that on GitHub, which is an increasingly used
R package distribution platform, packages are subject to inter-repository de-
pendency problems that interfere their automatic installation. Cogo et al. [25]
looked at the phenomenon that developers downgrade the dependencies in the
npm repository. They found the reasons behind the occurrence of downgrades,
how the versioning of dependencies changed when downgrades occur and how
fast downgrade occurs.
Valiev et al. [61] explained that the interdependent network of open source
projects is the software repository, the sustainability (maintainability, attrac-
tive to new comers, economic value of the project, etc.) of the projects that
comprising an repository may be determined by the repository context as well.
Through the case study of the PyPI repository, they found that project ties
and relative position in dependency network have impact on sustained project
activity. Abdalkareem et al. [62] calculated the proportion of trivial packages
in npm and PyPI package repositories. They surveyed the developers about
the reasons and drawbacks of using trivial packages. They also found that only
part of trivial packages are tested, and few studied trivial packages have more
than 20 dependencies.
Quality: In addition to dependency management, prior work also studied the
quality aspects of various software package repositories. For example, Claes et
al. [63] studied the phenomenon that developers copy the code from CRAN
packages to their code rather than depend on packages. They learned the
characteristics of the evolution of cloned code and the reasons behind the
cloning activity. Trockman et al. [64] explained that project maintainers use
badges to signal the quality of their projects to contributors and users on
social coding platforms. Their investigation into the badges in npm repository
identifed the key quality attributes of interest to project maintainers and how
well these qualitity attributes are reflected by badges.
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7.2 Sharing Reusable ML Packages
Currently there is limited research in this area. Research mentioning TFHub
and PyTorch Hub are mostly using the ML packages from those hubs or con-
tributing new ML packages to them. Touvron et al. [65] proposed an image
classification optimization strategy relying on the fine-tuning of PyTorch Hub
pre-trained ML packages. Yang et al. [66] proposed a new NLP algorithm and
published the pre-trained ML packages on TFHub. Braiek et. al. [18] exam-
ined the evolution of ML frameworks and their repository (actors and adoption
over time) to understand the role of open-source development in modern ML.
They found that ML is between the early adoption and early maturity stage.
They also found that companies are the main drivers of open-source ML, with
the development teams consisting mostly of engineers and industry scientists.
They also identify that the big cloud computing companies introduce a risk of
a vendor lock-in for future ML development.
While our previous work [11] studied the structure and the contents of ML
model stores, in which users have to pay for the cloud-based ML model distri-
bution, this work is the first exploratory study focusing on the functionalities,
information and offerings on the ML package repositories on which packages
are freely distributed through ML package manager (related ML libraries). The
combination of this work and our previous paper provides a relatively complete
view of the pre-trained model sharing and distribution practices. Specifically,
this paper discusses additional implications not covered in our previous work
such as information transparency, quality indicators, model dependencies, re-
lease management, and security.
8 Threats to Validity
8.1 Construct Validity
Although the information elements in RQ1 are extracted from multiple re-
sources (like original webpages, definition files, JSON data structure), they
may be incomplete. To mitigate this threat, the lead author and two of the
other authors performed independent analysis of the studied package reposito-
ries to verify the list of identified IEs. We also verify the information elements
with previous work [11] [23].
8.2 Internal Validity
As discussed in the research questions, the release management processes for
ML packages are not well-defined. In particular, some of the newer versions of
ML packages are either shown within the same product pages (e.g., V1 to V4 of
the same ML package are organized in the same page28) or on separate product
28 https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v1 100 128/feature vector/4
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pages (e.g., two versions of a ML package trained on different algorithms are
displayed in different ML package pages29,30, packages in the same algorithm
but trained on different datasets and saved into different formats are also in
separate pages31,32). However, in software package repositories, new versions
of a package will be generally organized in the same product page (e.g., all
the versions of the TensorFlow, as Python package, are organized on the same
page). When counting the number of ML packages, we actually count the
number of separate ML package pages. These different criteria of counting
the number of ML packages and packages may threaten the results of our
repository comparisons.
8.3 External Validity
ML package repositories are relatively new and they are rapidly changing. For
example, we notice during our analysis that TFHub’s information elements and
JSON data structure changes over time (e.g., new information elements are
added and the order of IE was changed). Hence, although our current findings
are useful for practitioners and SE researchers, they may be out-dated in a
few years. It would be worthwhile to replicate this study after a period of time
to analyze the evolution of software practices (e.g., versioning, usage, package
organization) within the ML package repositories.
9 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper is an exploratory study on ML package repositories: TFHub and
PyTorch Hub. First, we compare the information elements between ML pack-
age repositories and software package repositories, and then between two ML
package repositories. We discovered some concerns of ML package reposito-
ries in terms of dependency management, release information, popularity in-
dicator security and technical documentation information transparency. The
second research question is about the contents (packages and models within)
of ML package repositories. We looked into how the packages are classified
and organized, the similarities between packages and models across different
ML package repositories, and the release management practices of ML pack-
ages. The third research question is closely related to the basic functionalities
(loading and using a package) and usage contexts the ML libraries support.
We discovered that the ML package upgrade and removal functionalities are
still missing in ML libraries. Also the signature and entrypoint mechanisms
provided by TensorFlow and PyTorch, as well as the family phenomenon may
bring about package evolution challenges.
29 https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v1 100 128/feature vector/4
30 https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet v2 100 128/feature vector/4
31 https://tfhub.dev/google/bert multi cased L-12 H-768 A-12/1
32 https://tfhub.dev/tensorflow/bert multi cased L-12 H-768 A-12/1
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Based on our findings, we recommend that (1) ML package repositories
should provide information transparency by organizing ML related informa-
tion elements in a structural manner. (2) ML libraries should support pack-
age upgrade and removal functionality. In addition, they should adopt similar
release management practices from the domain of software package reposito-
ries. (3) PyTorch Hub packages should provide enough details for entrypoints
in package documentation for ease of use by users. (4) Though the family
phenomenon, signature mechanism and entrypoint mechanism are helpful for
users, they should adopt product line architecture practices from traditional
software engineering.
In the future, we will look into package evolution practices, like the detailed
reasons why a new version is released and how APIs change.
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